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Prophetic Word: 
The Lord says to you, “Walking in the Spirit is about acknowledging that every place I take you belongs 
to you for the time that you are present. I will teach you to occupy in the place where you live. I marked 
out the places where I will give you specific authority to overcome as you learn the secrets of Majesty. 
There is no power that can successfully oppose you on the level that you inhabit in the Beloved’s Son.  

You are a habitation of God. Live there. Do not live in a lower place of expectancy or faith. All your low 
places will become high places and as you reign in your low places, so I will elevate you to inherit more.  

There is more that I need you to have. There is more that the world needs you to have. The world is 
crying out for wisdom, for vision, for leadership, for power, for faith, and for consistency. The world is 
crying out for Goodness and Kindness and you are it.  

As I was with Jesus, so I will be with you so that the power of My Words will reside within your heart 
and My favor would abound towards you.  

Favor is not a small thing. It is not a parking place on a busy day. Favor is a huge thing, a massive thing. 
You are growing up through all the stages of favor so you will have favor for a people group.  

Think of it. Aglow turning all their favor on Israel. Think of that. In the Islam mandate, Aglow turning all 
their favor on the Islamic world. They get turned over by Jesus. No need for weapons of mass 
destruction, the Bible is enough. Truth, power, Presence, Majesty, favor.  

And the Lord says I will not ever leave you nor will I fail you in any way. I will be with you always.  

» Look for Me in your circumstances and you will find Me.  
» Look for Me in your neighborhood, I will be right there.  
» Look for Me in the chaos, I will be the One smiling and grinning, thinking of something 

marvelous to do.  
» But look for yourselves in those places.  
» See yourselves in those places.  
» Hear the words of wisdom that can come out of your mouth.  
» You be the one who prays. 
» You pray the one prayer that matters, that opens up, that causes the Kingdom to descend.  
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I believe one of the things we will be doing in Aglow is writing crafted prayers for our city asking the 
Lord: 

» What are the promises for this city? For this community, this town?  
» What are the promises about employment, about sickness, about marriage?  
» What are the promises over this place?  

Then we will write prayers in line with those prophesies and promises and pray them. We will walk the 
streets and release those prayers of blessing.  

I believe the Lord will say to us, “You know I can always do more. Work with Me.”  

The enemy seems powerful right now because the church is doing very little. The church is too busy 
looking at ourselves when we should be looking unto Jesus, the Author and Finisher of our faith. We 
should be writing crafted prayers and praying them week end, week out, month in, month out. Praying 
until something happens. They are called push prayers. Pray until something happens. Those push 
prayers will push the enemy right out of your community.  

 

There is another level of intercession that is not linked to supplication. It is linked to promise and 
prophecy and purpose. It is linked to the Majesty of God.  

The Right Time 
The Father says, “Be careful to follow in My wisdom. Receive My perception and think the same 
thoughts as I do regarding your favor and your blessing. Do not turn away from favor, step into My 
abundance. My will is to promote you. This is your time to regain My strength and power to learn the 
way of courage, to overcome and to see yourself as the giant. To see yourself as the eagle. To see 
yourself as a man and as a woman of power. It does not matter what is against you because you know 
who God is in you and who God is for you.  

None of that is going to be easy. But it can be really joyful. It can be energizing. It will be exciting. You 
will learn how to overcome when everything is against you and then nothing will be impossible for you.  

We Are the End Time Army 
If these are the end times, we need an end-time army. If these are the end times, then we need to start 
reading the book of Revelation as a devotional tool because when I read the book of Revelation, all I 
see is the Majesty of Jesus. He is the One who calls the shots. He is the One who releases this and 
releases that. And unless He releases it, it is not going to happen. The whole book of Revelation is a 
huge exercise in Majesty and Sovereignty because in the midst of all of that He will do far, far more 
than what the enemy is released to do.  

There is another level of prayer that is linked 
to promise, prophecy, purpose, and Majesty. 
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We are learning our real identity here and we are not grasshoppers.  

Let us pray. Father we are not tired and we are not weary and we are not beaten down by life and 
circumstances. We are not broken. We are unlimited. We are boundless. We have this huge amount of 
favor. We have a lens that sees You. We have a mindset that understands Your way of thinking. We 
have a language that came out of Heaven that allows us to talk to things in the earth and make changes. 
That allows us to declare and proclaim and confess. We confess to You that we are those people who 
can take territory. We are those people who live in proclamation, who love declaration, who always 
have a fascinating confession of who You are.  

I thank You for where we stand. We are poised on the edge of Your greatness and You are going to 
push us over the edge so that we free fall into Majesty.  

We Accept Our Place of Leadership Responsibility 
We just want to say to You, we are ready. Not just to be in it ourselves, but we are ready to be leaders 
in this movement who will lead Aglow across the Jordan into a new land, a new state of promise. That 
we are leaders and we are going to stand up and we will make a difference because it is given to us. 
Not in doubt any longer, we are those men and women. Those women and men. We are those people. 
We confess to you we can do all things through Christ who will strengthen us. We are those people.  

Lord, I bless the leadership gift on everybody in this room. I ask You to take us to levels that we never 
thought on, have never seen, have never spoken about, have never touched. There is a place set aside 
for us, a place that is around for us to inhabit, to move up, to step up into and it belongs to us now and 
it is within us now and we can leave this place walking at a new level because that is the good pleasure 
of Your will toward us. I ask, Lord, that we would have the blessing and the permission to fully inherit 
all that belongs to Aglow. For 50 years we have worked and stood and prevailed, and now Lord bring 
us into Thy inheritance for Jesus’ sake, for our sake, and for the world’s sake. Amen. 
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The Lord says to you, “Walking in the Spirit is about acknowledging that every place I take you belongs to you for the time that you are present. I will teach you to occupy in the place where you live. I marked out the places where I will give you specific authority to overcome as you learn the secrets of Majesty. There is no power that can successfully oppose you on the level that you inhabit in the Beloved’s Son. 

You are a habitation of God. Live there. Do not live in a lower place of expectancy or faith. All your low places will become high places and as you reign in your low places, so I will elevate you to inherit more. 

There is more that I need you to have. There is more that the world needs you to have. The world is crying out for wisdom, for vision, for leadership, for power, for faith, and for consistency. The world is crying out for Goodness and Kindness and you are it. 
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Favor is not a small thing. It is not a parking place on a busy day. Favor is a huge thing, a massive thing. You are growing up through all the stages of favor so you will have favor for a people group. 

Think of it. Aglow turning all their favor on Israel. Think of that. In the Islam mandate, Aglow turning all their favor on the Islamic world. They get turned over by Jesus. No need for weapons of mass destruction, the Bible is enough. Truth, power, Presence, Majesty, favor. 

And the Lord says I will not ever leave you nor will I fail you in any way. I will be with you always. 

Look for Me in your circumstances and you will find Me. 

Look for Me in your neighborhood, I will be right there. 

Look for Me in the chaos, I will be the One smiling and grinning, thinking of something marvelous to do. 
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You pray the one prayer that matters, that opens up, that causes the Kingdom to descend. 
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We Accept Our Place of Leadership Responsibility
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